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Kkik, ők ___________________________________fiúk, szülők _______________________________újságírók, műfordítók _______________________titkárnők _________________________________	’ – Kutca => utcák _________________________lecke => leckék ________________________alma => almák _________________________körte => körték _________________________
OKlányok, tanárok, bankárok, jogászok_____________________________________________________	EKgyerekek, tinédzsereképítészek _________________________művészek _________________________bölcsődések _______________________	–ÖKügynökök ________________________mérnökök ________________________rendőrök ________________________függönyök ________________________
AKúr => urak ________________________ házak, várak ______________________ tárgyak, ágyak _____________________halak ____________________________	DE!földEK _____________________________hölgyEK ____________________________tölgyEK       DE!   gyöngyök
K+dropperbokor => bokrokálom => álmok	K+shortenerkéz => kezekkenyér => kenyerek	


The plural of NOUNS


The patterns of suffixation of the plural are similar to the patterns used with the superessive. The consonantal -k element is added directly to stems that end in a vowel; if the stem-final vowel is -a or -e the rule encountered in Unit 1 applies and they will change to -á and -é respectively. As for consonant-ending noun stems, the productive suffixes are -ok, -ek, and -ök, depending on the vowel harmony class of the stem (for a detailed discussion or revision of vowel harmony, see Unit 1). It is, however, important to note that there are a couple of types of suffixation, which seem to violate the rules of vowel harmony from a synchronic point of view. These are the following.
A number of old back vowel stem types appear with an -a- in front of the -k in the plural, while similarly old front vowel stem types have -e- in front of the -k, despite the fact that they could be classified as front rounded stems according to the rules laid down in Unit1. In such cases, the -a- and the -e- are, in fact, part of the old noun stem, rather than the suffix. In the nominative form (where no suffix is added to the stem) this stem-final vowel weakened and disappeared (for a similar weakening in English, think, for example, of the pronunciation of the indefinite article a or the vowel o- in of in the expression a cup of tea, and the length and clarity of these vowels compared with those in cup and tea). As a result of this change in the stem-final vowel, the noun stem appears in contemporary Hungarian as a consonantal stem. If, however, this old stem-final vowel was protected by a suffix (plural; accusative, Unit 3; or possessive, Unit 5), it remained; and it is this stem-final vowel that surfaces today in these old stems. Therefore, these two vowels, -a- and -e- can be thought of as thematic, i.e. vowels that determine the declension type of the stem. It is important to list these stems and learn them by heart as a separate group.
The plural suffix can be followed by further suffixes, such as the instrumental –VAL/-VEL, the accusative –T, or the locative –BAN/-BEN, etc. These suffixes are case suffixes, whose primary role is to indicate the role of nouns in sentences. These will be referred to sometimes as Slot 2 type of suffixes, while the plural (and possessive) suffixes are Slot 1 types. The underlying idea is that we can imagine Hungarian nouns as if they had two empty slots, for example two little squares, at the end of their dictionary form and these slots can be filled in with a variety of suffixes but they can also be left empty. If they are both empty, or, more precisely, if both potential suffixes are zero (indicated by ø), the noun is in the nominative singular (see type 1 in the table below). If Slot 1 is filled with a plural suffix, but Slot 2 is empty, the noun is in the nominative plural (see type 2). Of course, Slot 1 can be empty as well while Slot 2 is filled in: these are nouns in the singular in a certain case (e.g. locative, accusative, etc.; see type 3). Finally, both slots can be filled in (see type 4); this happens with nouns in the plural in all the cases, apart from the nominative (which would be type 2). Below are a few examples:












The function of the plural is rather different from what we are used to in English and other European languages. The reason why it is called aggregational is that in Hungarian we do not use the plural form of the noun after a quantifier. In other words, if the number of a certain item is specified by an actual numeral or by any other general quantifier (e.g. sok ’many’, rengeteg ’vast amount’, néhány ’a few’, egy pár ’a couple of’, számos ’numerous’), or by the question word hány ’how many’, or by the indefinite pronouns valahány ’some, a certain number of’, and akárhány ’any number of’, the plural suffix is not used on the noun. That is to say, the Hungarian plural indicates that there is an unspecified number, which is more than one, of a certain item; it indicates non-singularity, but it is not used in agreement in number between quantifiers and nouns.




Another important note on agreement is that in noun phrases which consist of an adjective or adjectives and a noun the adjectives always precede the noun and, just like in English, are always in the singular, even if the noun they modify is in the plural. The pattern is therefore:












Can you match the following sentences with their English translation?

Kedvesek.		Szomo	rúak.				They are ill.		They are horrible.
Nem beteg.		Nehéz.				They are sad.		It is difficult.
Betegek.		Nem könnyű.			They are kind.	S/he is very friendly.
Szörnyűek.		Nagyon barátságos.			It is not easy.		S/he isn’t ill.

Try to say the following sentences in Hungarian:

We are ill.			They are poor.				These hats are black and red.
I am tired.			It is clear.					The cups are not clean.
They are sad.			Two British lawyers are here.		The chairs are red and the tables are brown.
You are alone.		English bankers are rich.			The rooms are empty.
You all are alone.		Hungarian teachers are tired.		The handouts and the books are funny and good.
She is very serious.		Londoners are not tired.			Hungarian wines are excellent.
He is quite fit.		An accountant is very precise.		The Hungarian students are thirsty, and the teachers are drunk.
It is easy.			Babies are funny.				We are not sad. We are angry and tired. Are you all happy?
These white boards are dirty.	The speakers are loud.		The classes are brilliant.

